Objective: To determine pressure pain detection threshold (PPDT) related phenotypes of individuals with mechanical neck pain that may be identifiable in clinical practice.
M easurement for pressure pain detection threshold (PPDT) is increasing in value as clinical practice incorporates Quantitative Sensory Testing (QST) into pain evaluation. There is increasing evidence that QST provides valuable information regarding the nature of a pain experience and potential mechanisms beyond that provided by self-reports of pain intensity. [1] [2] [3] Kasch et al 4 provided evidence that PPDT offers some prognostic value as a risk factor for chronicity in acute whiplash-associated disorder (WAD), which was independently verified by Walton et al. 5 A common approach to evaluating PPDT in neck pain is to capture values at a local site (about the neck) and an anatomically distal site such as the tibialis anterior (TA) muscle belly in the lower leg. Although the distal site may have been originally intended as a form of "control," emerging evidences suggests it is an important test on its own. For example, globally low PPDT, indicating high sensitivity to blunt pressure, may be a risk factor for the subsequent transition to persistent problems 4, 5 and may be a clinical proxy for serological markers in musculoskeletal conditions such as osteoarthritis. 3 Widespread low PPDT has been observed in several conditions including WAD, 6 lateral epicondylalgia, 7 carpal tunnel syndrome, 8 and chronic headache. 9 The precise mechanisms underlying global mechanical hyperalgesia are yet unclear, but may indicate sensitization of central nociceptive processing pathways that are unlikely to quickly respond to conservative therapies. 1 Anecdotal evidence indicates that patients with neck pain are likely to fall into one of 3 categories: average sensitivity, locally hypersensitive (sensitive at the neck but not the TA), or globally hypersensitive (sensitive at both the neck and TA), each of which may lead to a different treatment or prognostic decision. There is evidence that global hyposensitivity may also exist and represent a fourth subgroup, 10, 11 but this is more commonly associated with electrical, thermal, and vibratory perception thresholds than it is with pain threshold, and the available evidence suggests it is unique to WAD. 11 To date the majority of empirical evidence supporting PPDT provides results as correlations or group mean differences. Although useful for identifying associations, correlational data are less useful for clinical decisions regarding individual patients. There are few examples of evidenceguided phenotyping using PPDT as the predictor variable. 12 If PPDT is to enter routine clinical use for prognostic, treatment, or outcomes decisions in neck pain then clinicians need a better understanding of how it can be used to classify patients and the clusters that exist in this population. The purpose of this study was to conduct a pooled secondary analysis of large international databases of people with mechanical neck pain (MNP) using latent class (cluster) analysis to identify clinically meaningful subgroups within the sample as a first step towards translating existing PPDT knowledge into more accessible clinical practice.
METHODS
This was a secondary analysis of 5 databases of people with MNP who were either recruited specifically for research purposes, or who presented for medical or rehabilitation intervention for their neck pain problem. The databases included participants from Canada (n = 403), the USA (n = 79), Denmark (n = 432), and Australia (n = 262). Data were collected either between 2001 and 2004 or between 2007 and 2014. Institutional Review Board approval was obtained for each cohort individually before data collection. A total of 1176 adults formed the collective database. Although inclusion/exclusion criteria differed slightly between the databases, the common inclusion criteria were: age 18 years or older, free of serious systemic disease (including cancer, neuromuscular disease, advanced organ failure), no evidence of cognitive deficit, and able to read and understand the local language at a minimum grade 6 level. The neck pain was not due to tumour, fracture or dislocation, but could have been the result of trauma, posture, degenerative or other insidious (unknown) causes as long as it was deemed mechanical in nature. Participants were not excluded due to the presence of radicular signs (radiating pain, numbness), medicolegal or compensation status. Some databases focused exclusively on acute neck pain, some on chronic, and others mixed acute and chronic. In all cases participants were not excluded if pain was present in other body regions (save for pain in the anterior lower leg) but neck pain had to be the predominant symptom.
Data collection procedures were variable in timing and order but similar PPDT collection allowed pooled analysis. Participants across all databases completed an intake questionnaire that provided information on basic demographics (age, sex) and the nature of the condition (cause and duration of neck pain). PPDTs were recorded from all participants at both a local site (eg, about the C5/C6 lateral articulation) and a distal site (TA muscle belly). PPDT were collected in a similar format across all databases, either bilaterally or over the most sensitive side only. In all cases, the participants were seated or prone for neck evaluation or lying in a crook supine position for TA with the area to be tested exposed. A digital algometer with a rubber probe of 1 cm 2 was applied over the region to be tested at a steadily increasing rate of 4 to 5 N (40 to 50 kPa or 0.4 to 0.5 kgf)/s. Participants were instructed to either press a button (Somedic Algometer; Somedic AB, Sweden) or tell the examiner the moment the sensation changed from one of pressure to one of pain (Wagner FDX 25, Wagner Instruments). A minimum of 30 seconds was observed between tests, and in each case the test was repeated 3 times in each region. Subsequent components of each research study differed, but only the standardized PPDT, self-report scales, and demographic data were extracted for this analysis.
Not all cohorts included the same clinical measures. The Neck Disability Index 13 (NDI) or Copenhagen Neck Functional Disability Index 14 (combined n = 973, 0% to 100%) and 0 to 10 Numeric Pain Rating Scale 15 (NPRS, n = 1170) were completed by the majority of participants in all databases. Other tools that were completed by substantial numbers of participants included: the Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia 16 (TSK, range 0 to 44, n = 336), Pain Catastrophizing Scale 17 (PCS, range 0 to 52, n = 389), Impact of Events Scale 18 (IES, range 0 to 45, n = 511), and Self-report version of the Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Signs and Symptoms 19 (range 0 to 24, n = 408). Respectively, these tests are intended to capture fear of movement/ (re)injury, exaggerated negative orientation toward pain, post-traumatic stress symptoms, and neuropathic signs and symptoms. All have documented evidence of adequate validity for use in neck pain. [20] [21] [22] [23] Active range of motion was captured in 174 participants using a digital inclinometer and reported as total mobility in the sagittal plane (absolute cervical flexion + extension) and total mobility in the frontal plane (absolute left sidebend + right sidebend).
Analysis
The means of the repeated tests at each of the most sensitive neck and TA sites were calculated for each participant. Recognizing that this was a secondary analysis of databases from different research groups in different locations, some nonrandom (systematic) bias was expected due to variation in instructions, contexts, and/or testing procedures. It is also well-recognized that males and females show systematic differences in PPDT, with females on average scoring lower than males. 5, 24 To address this, each cohort was first stratified by sex before PPDT was converted to a Z-score for each participant by the formula: (Individual PPDTÀ(cohort sex-specific mean PPDT))/ cohort sex-specific SD using Microsoft Excel 2013 (Microsoft Corp., Seattle, WA). In this way, each participant's score was converted to a unitless number indicating the number of SDs away from the mean for that sex in that cohort, with negative values being those that fell below the mean while positive values were above the mean. In those cohorts that recorded PPDT bilaterally only the values from the most sensitive side were used. Those subjects falling 5 or more SDs from the mean were considered outliers for the purpose of this analysis and were removed.
Descriptive statistics (means ± SD, frequencies, ratios) were calculated for the demographic and participant characteristics. Simple bivariate correlations using Pearson's r were explored between PPDT and each of the secondary (predictor) outcomes to allow comparisons with previous literature. A latent profile analysis (LPA) was undertaken using the K means cluster approach as described by DiStefano and Kamphaus. 25 This approach is intended to identify nonoverlapping clusters (denoted as "k") based on the Euclidean distance between individual data points by testing serially increasing numbers of clusters against predefined fit criteria in comparison with k À1 clusters. 26 The independent (predictor) variables were z-transformed PPDT at the local (neck) site and distal (TA) site. A satisfactory model solution could not be found with the entire mixed-sex cohort, so models were constructed for males and females independently. The k-means approach starts with a base 2-cluster model (high or low across all predictors) and calculates a series of fit indicators to describe how well the data fit the 2-cluster solution. The fit indicators of interest were the Bayesian Information Criterion, Akaike Information Criterion, Entropy, and the LoMendell-Rubin Likelihood Ratio Test. Although no set criteria exist for "good" fit, the general approach is to accept the model with the lowest Bayesian Information Criterion and Akaike Information Criterion, and highest entropy (closest to 1.0). The Lo-Mendel-Rubin Likelihood Ratio Test provides a statistical comparison of the fit of the k versus kÀ1 cluster solutions. A significant (< 0.05) P-value indicates that the k cluster solution is favored over the kÀ1 solution. Additional solutions are tested until the fit indices no longer indicate statistical or theoretical advantage of the k cluster solution, in which case the kÀ1 solution (being the last solution that provided significant improvement over previous) is generally accepted for reasons of parsimony. Analysis was conducted using MPlus software version 6.12.
The empirically derived clusters were then explored for meaningful differences in independent variables using SPSS version 23 (IBM Corp.). Locations of each cluster on each variable, relative to the mean of 0.00, was explored using the z-test to determine statistical difference from the mean. One-way independent analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with sex as the covariate, was used to compare intercluster differences in Z scores with a Bonferroni-corrected post hoc test (P = 0.0125) when significant main or interaction effects were found. For this analysis, AROM was combined to create a global AROM score (flexion + extension + left + right sidebend). Table 1 presents the characteristics of the combined database. It was 70.9% female with a mean duration of symptoms of 23.8 months and a modal etiology of WAD. Age ranged from 18 to 71 years. Mean (SD) pain intensity of the overall sample was 4.9/10 (2.2) with a range from 0 to 10. Mean (SD) NDI score was 37.4% (17.5%) with a range from 0 to 100. Table 2 presents the results of simple bivariate correlations between PPDT at the 2 locations and the descriptor variables included in the cohorts. Local PPDT showed small-to-moderate significant positive correlations with cervical AROM, and negative correlations with all variables except IES score. Distal PPDT showed small (< 0.22) but significant negative correlations with NDI, TSK, NRS, and IES scores. Table 3 presents the fit indicators for the different cluster models tested in both males and females. In males, support was found for the 3, 4, or 5 cluster solutions. In females, the 4 cluster solution was most supported. For purposes of optimizing clinical translation, a 4-cluster solution was accepted for both sexes (Table 4 , Fig. 1 ). The 4 male clusters, described by relative Z scores at the localdistal sites, were: low-low (46.5%), moderate-moderate (mod-mod, 38.5%), mod-high (5.3%), and high-high (9.7%). In the females the clusters were: low-low (74.9%), mod-mod (20.1%), mod-high (3.6%), and high-high PPDT (1.4%). For translation purposes, Table 4 also includes absolute PPDT values (kPa) for one of the cohorts in the main database (n = 310). ANCOVA supported the nonoverlapping nature of these clusters, with significant differences existing between all 4 at both local and distal sites through Bonferroni post hoc tests (P < 0.0125). Table 5 presents intracluster analyses by Z-test. These analyses revealed that the low-low cluster was the only of the 4 clusters to have a mean Z score significantly above the mean (worse) for each of NDI, NRS, and PCS scores and significantly below the mean (worse) in AROM. The modmod group was significantly below the mean (better) on the same 3 self-report tools, and significantly above the mean (better) in AROM. The high-high cluster was also AROM indicates active range of motion; CNFDI, Copenhagen Neck Functional Disability Index; IES, Impact of Events Scale; NDI, Neck Disability Index; NPRS, Numeric Pain Rating Scale; PCS, Pain Catastrophizing Scale; PPDT, pressure pain detection threshold; SLANSS, Self-report version of Leeds Assessment of Neuropathic Signs and Symptoms; TSK, Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia. *Correlation is significant at the P < 0.05 level. **Correlation is significant at the P < 0.01 level.
RESULTS
significantly below the mean (better) for NDI, and was the only cluster significantly below the mean (better) for TSK scores. Intercluster ANCOVA-based comparisons revealed that after controlling for the effect of sex, significant main effects of cluster existed for NDI (F = 18.00, P < 0.01), NRS (F = 9.26, P < 0.01), and PCS (F = 5.37, P < 0.01) scores. Bonferroni-corrected post hoc tests revealed significantly lower scores on the NDI, NRS, and PCS in the mod-mod cluster compared with the low-low cluster (all P < 0.01). AROM was significantly higher in the mod-mod cluster compared with the low-low cluster (P < 0.01). No other intercluster differences reached statistical significance.
DISCUSSION
The results of a LPA revealed 4 meaningful clusters that are statistically and clinically justifiable. The results show potentially meaningful clinical differences between the clusters, especially the 2 largest clusters (low-low and modmod). This study also identified 2 smaller clusters which have not been described in previous literature on the subject in neck pain (mod-high, high-high).
The characteristics of the participants in this study, primarily female with mean age of near 40, and NPRS of 4.9/10 are generally comparable with previous large samples in MNP studies. 27, 28 The mean duration of approximately 2 years and NDI score of 37/100 suggests these results are most generalizable to those with chronic MNP of moderate pain-related disability. 13 The most comparable published data to these results are those of Pedler and Sterling 29 who identified 4 clusters of people with chronic WAD using sensory hypersensitivity and post-traumatic stress symptoms as the clustering variables in an independent sample. Those authors considered PPDT scores as a combined "sensitivity" variable, while we interpreted the 2 regions separately. Similar to our results, Pedler and Sterling 29 found statistical support for both the 3-cluster and 4-cluster solutions and endorsed the 4 cluster solution by virtue of clinical utility. It is unknown whether our cluster solution would have been improved through consideration of an additional psychological variable. The German Research Network on Neuropathic Pain 30 have reported on clusters of QST responses in 1236 patients with different neuropathic pain syndromes, similarly using Ztransformed scores to address systematic differences across cohorts. That group included standardized multimodal QST measures where we focused only on blunt mechanical pressure thresholds. There are few intuitive comparisons Fit indicators for the tested cluster solutions for males (n = 340) and females (n = 833). In both cases, the 5 and 6 cluster solutions showed neither statistical nor clinical meaningfulness. AIC indicates Aikake Information Criterion; BIC, Bayesian Information Criterion; LMR-LRT, Lo-Mendel-Rubin Likelihood Ratio Test. that can be drawn between these 2 databases given the type and format of data presented and differences in pain etiology. The clusters may be of value from mechanistic or prognostic perspectives. Global hypersensitivity in PPDT (low-low) is thought to be a proxy for disordered central nociceptive processing. 31 As an example, Ge et al 32 used PPDTs of the neck and the TA as clinical indications of descending noxious inhibitory control following fatiguing muscle contractions. They reported differing responses in PPDT between healthy controls and participants with fibromyalgia syndrome following the contraction. These authors therefore postulated that the decrease in PPDT at the distal (TA) site was an indication of disordered descending control. Lemming et al 33 similarly postulated disordered central nociceptive processing through use of a salineÂ pressure cuff protocol. Their findings, showing a significantly greater increase in pressure sensitivity in a group with chronic WAD compared with healthy controls, supported their position of a central processing problem in this population. Ashina et al 34 used PPDT at the UFT and TA sites to provide evidence of disordered nociceptive processing in 16 patients with chronic tension-type headache suggesting possible application of these findings outside of MNP. Global mechanical hypersensitivity in acute WAD may also be useful as a risk factor for the subsequent transition to chronic WAD 5 although this effect may be removed when the effects of other variables are controlled. 35 Our intracluster secondary variable analyses provide some clues as to potential mechanisms if PPDT does function as a prognostic indicator. The low-low cluster was the only one with NDI, PCS, and NRS scores higher than the cohortspecific mean values. NDI, PCS, and NRS have each demonstrated consistent prognostic value in acute WAD. 23 It is therefore possible that PPDT is serving as a proxy for these other variables, or vice versa, or that more likely the relationship is more complex representing mediating or moderating relationships. Multivariate analyses using longitudinal models would be required to address the independent utility of each.
It is tempting to suggest that the mod-high cluster, demonstrating relatively greater sensitivity at the local than distal sites, represents those with a local inflammatory process or other impairment but otherwise spared nociceptive processing elsewhere. Although this is only speculation, it may indicate the potential to use PPDT clustering with self-report scores to triangulate clinical findings for a more robust estimate of a patient's risk or mechanistic profile.
The high-high group is small, with both local and distal mean PPDT values at least 1.5 SD above the mean. Baumgartner et al 36 have provided evidence of a subgroup of patients with neuropathic pain who present with "painful hypoalgesia," which may be occurring here as well. However, we are cautious in inferring mechanistic interpretation to this cluster, as the lower TSK score was the only secondary predictor variable to show any statistical deviation from the mean. Whether this represents a small cluster of individuals presenting with MNP who are otherwise stoic in the face of painful stimuli, or this represents a small cluster in whom the nociceptive system is in a state of relative hyposensitivity is impossible to discern at this time.
Bivariate correlations were all in the expected direction but were of small to moderate magnitude. Kamper et al 37 reported similar magnitude of association between NPRS and PPDT (r = À 0.20 to À0.33, cf À 0.18 in the current study). Rivest et al 38 reported a correlation of r = À0.42 between local PPDT and NDI score in a sample of 37 subjects with subacute WAD, comparable with the r = À0.30 in our sample of mixed neck pain. Wallin et al 39 reported a small association between PPDT and PCS scores in 28 subjects with chronic WAD, however, their relationship failed to reach statistical significance in multivariate regression. Similar findings were reported by Rivest et al 38 in their sample (r = À0.22 with PCS, ns cf r = À0.19 herein). Interpretation of the secondary variable analyses is that PPDT may have a small association with some measures of cognitive distress (ie, catastrophizing, fear of movement, emotional distress) but there are likely other mechanisms that play a larger role.
One notable result worthy of discussion is the IES, intended to quantify the magnitude of event-related emotional distress. 18 Although the correlation with local and distal PPDT were both in the same direction, only the magnitude of the distal correlation reached statistical significance. Intercluster comparisons were not statistically significant for IES, meaning inferences should be made cautiously. Association between the distal site and IES is potentially intriguing, and may suggest a shared mechanism or may be statistical artifact. Whether this indicates a small but potentially meaningful phenotype of people with heightened post-traumatic stress symptoms and generalized mechanical hyperalgesia, such as that shown by Pedler and Sterling 29 remains to be seen but represents an interesting area for further study.
Some limitations to interpretation include the small absolute N in each of the smaller 2 clusters and the inability to assign any true mechanistic properties to the clusters. The secondary nature of the data analysis, including a combination of 5 separate databases with systematic differences in sample characteristics and data collection may improve generalizability while threatening internal validity. One of the earlier steps in this analysis was to compare mean PPDT values across all 5 databases, and as expected there were significant differences; 1 cohort comprising entirely subjects with chronic MNP showed higher mean local and distal PPDT, and 1 cohort of mixed MNP showed lower mean local PPDT (comparison not shown). As a result, the Z-transformation procedure was undertaken to abolish systematic differences between cohorts by assigning each subject a unitless relative value. Although we believe this is a sound method of addressing the threat to internal validity, it also introduces an additional challenge to translation of these findings in that Z scores are difficult to interpret in isolation. Fortunately, some normative databases have been published 5 that clinicians can access to determine where their patient lies relative to the expected mean for that population, and therefore estimate to which of the 4 clusters the patient likely belongs. Sample threshold values for each cluster in kPa drawn from one of the larger clusters have also been provided in Table 4 . Naming of the clusters was subjective and based on the patterns of PPDT responses within each, but no a priori thresholds for low/ moderate/high were set. One final limitation is that the entropy statistic, as an indicator of classification accuracy, was lower than desired in all of the cluster solutions. Entropy is 1 of 4 fit indices used herein, an estimator of classification accuracy that appears to be more relevant for categorical rather than interval-level data. 40 The simple interpretation is that there may yet exist additional subgroups or stratification variables beyond sex that are affecting classification accuracy and thereby adversely influencing the entropy statistic. The decision to accept a 4-cluster solution in both sexes was informed by statistical as well as clinical considerations, however a 3-cluster or 5-cluster solution was also defendable for the male participants.
Identifying the clusters that appear to exist in this population is just 1 step toward improved management. Next steps would be to independently verify these clusters in a separate sample, then to explore the potential value of these clusters for intervention decisions. Exploratory (mechanistic) studies may also be required as an intervening step between independent verification and intervention trials to identify the most appropriate treatment target. The current study facilitates this research direction, and while independent verification is urged, we are confident that the clusters presented here are both statistically and clinically meaningful.
